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6+>-3; %&- ?'@>#-9 ABC&+3 3B2%@+?%# ;B;*-@;0 +2 *A- ;-2;- *A%* *A-B @+9 C'*A ?'2*+2)'); 
%23 3+;?&-*-<-$-2* >A-2'@-2% D=)&@).#) -* %#50 8EEFG5 HA- @%+2 ?A%&%?*-&+;*+? 'I C+>-3 
J%#K-&; +; *A- %C&)>* K+2-@%*+?; ?A%27- C-*J--2 *A- %-&+%# >A%;- %23 *A- ;)>>'&* >A%;- 
%??'@>%2+-3 'I 3B2%@+?%# +@>%?*;5 HA- @%+2 >&'C#-@ +; A'J *' %?A+-$- % &AB*A@+?%# '& 
>-&+'3+?%# J%#K5  L2- 'I *A- @%+2 >&'C#-@; 'I *A-;- &'C'*; +; *A-+& A+7A >'J-& %23 -2-&7B 
?'2;)@>*+'20 JA+?A #+@+*; @%+2#B *A-+& %)*'2'@B5 M* ?')#3 C- %**&+C)*-3 *'0 I'& -9%@>#-0 *A- 
A+7A 2)@C-& 'I %?*)%*-3 N'+2*; D%C')* 8EG0 %23 %#;' C-?%);- *A- ;*)3B 'I -2-&7B 
?'2;)@>*+'2 +; 2'* 'I*-2 ?'2;+3-&-3 3)&+27 *A- >#%22+27 'I @'$-@-2*;5   
HA- ?'2;*&)?*+'2 'I % #'?'@'*+'2 ?'2*&'##-& I'& ?'@>#-*-#B %?*)%*-3 #-77-3 &'C'*; +; 
>-&I'&@-3 +2 @%2B I'&@;5 1+&;*#B CB 'C*%+2+27 >&-3-*-&@+2-3 *&%N-?*'&+-;0 );+27 *-?A2+O)-; 
C%;-3 '2 K+2-@%*+?%# @'3-#; '& P&*+I+?+%# M2*-##+7-2?- @-*A'3; #+K- *A- -$'#)*+'2 'I 
#'?'@'*+'2 C%;-3 '2 I)..B ?'2*&'##-&; D:%73%#-2% Q :'2%;*-&+'0 /RRSG '& ;>#+2- ?'2*&'##-&; 
D6'-+27 Q 6&T)2#0  8EEFG I'& -9%@>#-5 HA-;- ;*)3+-; %&- '&+-2*-3 *' ;'#$- *&%N-?*'&B 
7-2-&%*+'2 >&'C#-@; I'& *A- %?*+$- ?'2*&'# ?-2*&-3 %>>&'%?A5 M2 DUVII#-& -* %#50 8EEFG *A-&- +; 
%2 -9%@>#- 'I *A+; *J'<>%&* @-*A'3'#'7B ;A'J+27 *A%* %2 +@>-3%2?- ?'2*&'# +; C-**-& *A%2 
*A- ?'@>)*-3 *'&O)- @-*A'35 W-;>+*- *A+; C-**-& >-&I'&@%2?-0 *A- ;-?'23 %#7'&+*A@ 2--3; 
C'*A % >';+*+'2 ;-2;'& %23 % $-#'?+*B ;-2;'&0 %23 *A- +@>-3%2?- ?'2*&'##-& 2--3; %#;' I'&?-<
*'&O)- ;-2;'&;5 
HA- ?'2$-2*+'2%# %>>&'%?A A%; C--2 O)-;*+'2-3 CB &-;-%&?A-&; +2;>+&-3 CB C+'@-?A%2+?%# 
@'3-#; D:?:%A'20 /RXS %23 Y)'0 8EEZG5 HA- 3+;?'$-&B CB :?(--& D:?(--&0 /RREG 'I 
>%;;+$- 3B2%@+? J%#K+27 CB C)+#3+27 % C+>-3 J+*A')* %2B @'*'&; '& ;-2;'&; '>-2; *A- 
3''&; *' % 2-J 3-;+72 ?'2?->* C%;-3 '2 @'&>A'#'7+?%# ?'2;+3-&%*+'2;5 HA- +2*-&%?*+'2 '& 
*&%3-<'II C-*J--2 @'&>A'#'7B %23 ?'2*&'# +; +2 *A- ?-2*&- 'I *A- @'&- &-?-2* &-;-%&?A %23 
3-C%*-; +2 &'C'*+?; D:%*;);A+*% -* %#50 8EE[ %23 \I-+I-& Q 6'27%&30 8EEZG5 ]9>#'+*+27 *A- 
+2*&+2;+? >%;;+$- 3B2%@+?; A%; @%2B %3$%2*%7-; %7%+2;* *A- ?#%;;+?%# *J'<>%&* @-*A'3'#'7B 
D*&%N-?*'&B 7-2-&%*+'2 >#); %?*+$- ?'2*&'##-&G5 HJ' 'I *A-@ %&- *A- -2-&7B ?'2;)@>*+'2 
&-3)?*+'2 D*A- '2#B -2-&7-*+? ?';* '??)&; +2 ;*-><*'<;*-> *&%2;+*+'2;G %23 *A- ?'2*&'# 
;+@>#+?+*B D#'J ?'@>)*%*+'2%# ?';*G5 
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^-$-&*A-#-;;0 ;'@- *A-'&-*+?%# %23 >&%?*+?%# ;*)3+-; D_'##+2; Q `)+2%0 8EESG ;A'J *A%* +* +; 
3+II+?)#* *' %?A+-$- *A- ?'@>#-9 3B2%@+? -9A+C+*-3 CB *A- A)@%2 %23 %2+@%# #'?'@'*+'2 
*%K+27 +2*' %??')2* '2#B *A- >&'>-&*+-; 'I *A- ;+@>#- >%;;+$-<3B2%@+? J%#K+270 C)* @+7A* 
A-#> *' 3-;+72 J%#K-& &'C'*;5 ='J *' -9>#'+* *A- %C'$-<@-2*+'2-3 >%;;+$- >&'>-&*+-; 'I 
C+>-3 &'C'*; J+*A *A- +2?'&>'&%*+'2 'I ;-2;'&; +; ;*)3+-3 +2 DM+3% Q \I-+I-&0 8EE[G5 L*A-& 
;*)3+-; @%K- );- 'I >%;;+$- *&%N-?*'&+-; *' 3-;+72 %?*+$- ?'2*&'#; )23-& *A- ?#%;;+?%# 
@-*A'3'#'7B5 a'@- &-;-%&?A-; %&- C%;-3 '2 K+2-@%*+?; DP;%2' -* %#50 8EEFG %23 '*A-& '2 
-2-&7B ?'2;*&%+2*; DP;%2' -* %#50 8EESG5 
 
_'2$-2*+'2%# @'3-#; 'I C+>-3%# J%#K+27 7-2-&%##B %;;)@- &+7+3 C'3B ;*&)?*)&-;0 JA+#- 
-#%;*+? @%*-&+%# >&'>-&*+-; ;--@ *' >#%B %2 -;;-2*+%# &'#- +2 2%*)&- DP#-9%23-&0 8EEXG5 a>&+27<
3%@>-& -#-@-2*; A%$- C--2 >&'>';-3 *' %3$%2?- '2- ;'#)*+'2 )23-& *A- ?'@>#+%2* #-7 
?'2?->* DM+3% -* %#0 8EEX0 (-B-& Q a-BI%&*A0 8EE[ %23 M+3% -* %#50 8EEZG '& *A&')7A %2 
%3%>*%C#- ?'@>#+%2?- D+2$-&;- 'I ;*+II2-;;G @-?A%2+;@ Db%2 =%@ -* %#5 8EEZG5 
\%;;+$- C+>-3 &'C'*; A%$- ;*%C#- #+@+* ?B?#-; JA-2 *A-B 7' 3'J2 % ;@%## ;#'>- Dcd<SdG5 M2 
Da+O)-+&% Q H-&&%0 8EE[G % *'&;' J%; %33-3 *' % >%;;+$- C+>-3 &'C'*5 W)- *' *A+; I%?* % ;*%C#- 
#+@+* ?B?#- ?%22'* C- I')235 HA-2 *A- %)*A'&; %33 *J' \W ?'2*&'##-&; *' K--> *A- *'&;' +2 % 
I+9-3 >';+*+'2 *' %?A+-$- *A- J%#K5 M2 D6-&-27)-& Q :'2%;*-&+'<=)-#+20 8EE[0 8EEZ%0 8EEZC0 
8EEZ? %23 8EEXG %2 %?*)%*-3 *%+# +; %33-3 *' >&'3)?- *A- J%#K5 M2 C'*A ?%;-; % ;>&+27 +; 
%33-3 *' *A- %2K#- *' *&%2;I'&@ *A- ;*'&-3 >'*-2*+%# -2-&7B +2*' K+2-@%*+?; '2-5  
M2 *A+; J'&K J- );- *A- #%;* @'3-# *' ;*)3B *A- >&'C#-@ 'I 7'+27 )> % ;@%## ;#'>- DEd</EdG5  
H' %?A+-$- *A+; 'CN-?*+$- +* +; 2-?-;;%&B *' ;'#$- % *&%N-?*'&B >#%22+27 %23 % ?'2*&'# >&'C#-@5 
P; A%; C--2 ;%+30 ?#%;;+?%# @-*A'3; ;'#$- C'*A >&'C#-@; ;->%&%*-#B %33+27 *' *A- &'C'* '2- 
%?*)%*'& D@'*'&G I'& -%?A 3-7&-- 'I I&--3'@5 HA+; *-?A2+?%# ;'#)*+'2 ?')#3 C- %$'+3-3 *%K+27 
+2*' %??')2* % 3+II-&-2* >A+#';'>AB5  M2;*-%3 'I 7-2-&%*+27 %2 -9>#+?+* 3-;+&-3 >%*A 3-I+2-3 
%; % I)2?*+'2 'I K+2-@%*+?; $%&+%C#-; D>';+*+'2; %23 $-#'?+*+-;G '& -$-2 3B2%@+? $%&+%C#-; 
DI'&?-; %23 *'&O)-;G J- ?%2 3-;+72 *A- &'C'* A%$+27 *A- %C+#+*B *' ;'#$- *A- *%;K CB ?A%27+27 
+2 &-%#<*+@- ;'@- @-?A%2+?%# >%&%@-*-&; +2 I)2?*+'2 'I *A- -2$+&'2@-2* $%&+%*+'2; D+2 ')& 
?%;- *A- ;#'>- 'I *A- 7&')23G5 HA- >%*A J+## *A-2 C- 7-2-&%*-3 +@>#+?+*#B CB -9>#'+*+27 +*; 
+2*&+2;+? 3B2%@+?5 1'##'J+27 *A+; >A+#';'>AB J- ?%2 ;%B *A%* @'3+IB+27 ;'@- #'?%# 
?A%&%?*-&+;*+?; 'I *A- &'C'* +* +; >';;+C#- *' %?A+-$- % 7#'C%# 3-;+&-3 C-A%$+')& %3%>*-3 *' *A- 
-2$+&'2@-2*5  
 
M2 *A+; J'&K J- +2$-;*+7%*- *A- );- 'I 3B2%@+?%# &-?)&&-2* 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K; *' $%&B +2 &-%#<
*+@- *A- >%&%@-*-&; 'I *A- ;>&+27; 'I *A- %2K#-;0 %23 %#;' *A- I&-O)-2?B 'I ';?+##%*+'2 'I *A- 
*%+#0 J+*A')* ?%#?)#%*+27 *A- -9%?* *&%N-?*'&B *A- &'C'* @);* I'##'J5 HA+; ?#%;; 'I 2-)&%# 
2-*J'&K; D6--& Q (%##%7A-&0 /RR8G0 ?'2;+;*; '2 % ?')>#-3 ;-* 'I I+&;* '&3-& 2'2<#+2-%& 
3+II-&-2*+%# -O)%*+'2; JA';- >%&%@-*-&; @);* C- *)2-35 H' 3' ;' J- );- %2 'II<#+2- 
'>*+@+.%*+'2 @-*A'3 *A&')7A 7-2-*+? %#7'&+*A@; D='##%230 /RZS %23 ('#3C-&70 /RXRG5 HA+; 
;'<?%##-3 -$'#)*+'2%&B @-*A'3'#'7B D^'#I+ Q 1#'&-%2'0 8EEEG J+## C- 3-;?&+C-3 +2 a-?*+'2 F5 
 
M2 *A- &-;* 'I *A+; ?A%>*-&0 J- >&-;-2* *A- 3-*%+#; 'I ')& ;'#)*+'2 %23 %2%#B;- +*; >-&I'&@%2?-5 
`'C'* 3-;?&+>*+'2 +; ;A'J2 +2 a-?*+'2 85 a-?*+'2 c &-#%*-; *A- 'CN-?*+$- 'I *A- I&%@-J'&K %23 
*A- ;*)3B '2 *A- 3B2%@+? $%&+%*+'2 'I *A- &'C'*e; >%&%@-*-&5 M2 a-?*+'2 F0 *A- -$'#)*+'2%&B 
%#7'&+*A@  >&'>';-3  +;   -9>#%+2-35  `'C'*   +@>#-@-2*%*+'2  '2  *A-  ;+@)#%*'&  +;  ;A'J2  +2  
a-?*+'2 S5 `-;)#*; %&- ;A'J2 +2 a-?*+'2 [5 1+2%##B *A- ?'2?#);+'2; ?%2 C- I')23 +2 a-?*+'2 Z5 
;&ol4tion of Ne4ro=Controllers for Tra?e1tor@ AlanninB 3pplied to a Cipedal DalkinB  







HA- ;B;*-@ ;*)3+-3 +2 *A+; ?A%>*-& +; % @-?A%2+;@ J+*A *A- @'&>A'#'7B 'I % C+>-3 J+*A % 
*%+# DJ+*A %2K#-; %23 J+*A')* K2--;G JA+?A +; %C#- *' J%#K );+27 N);* '2- %?*)%*'&5 ]%?A #-7 
%23 I''* I'&@; % I')& #+2K >%&%##-# K+2-@%*+?; ?A%+2 J+*A '2#B '2- >%;;+$- 3-7&-- 'I I&--3'@ 
JA-2 *A- I#%* &-?*%27)#%& I''* +; %**%?A-3 *' *A- 7&')235 HA- %2K#- A%; % ;>&+27 JA+?A J+## 
C- 3-;?&+C-3 #%*-& %; +* +; *A- @%+2 -#-@-2* 'I *A- >&-;-2* ;*)3B5 HA- @-?A%2+?%# ;*&)?*)&- 'I 
*A- ;B;*-@ +; ;A'J2 +2 1+7)&- /5 6'*A #-7; %&- N'+2-3 CB % C'3Bf*'&;' *A&')7A *J' &-$'#)*- 
N'+2*;5 HA- *'&;' @-?A%2+;@ +; % 2-J >%&%##-# K+2-@%*+?; ?A%+2 +2?#)3-3 +2*' *A- ;B;*-@ *' 
@%+2*%+2 C'*A #-7; >%&%##-# *' *A- I&'2*%# $+-J D;-- 1+7)&- 8G5 HA- *%+# +; %**%?A-3 *' *A- *'&;' 
*A&')7A *A- '2#B %?*)%*-3 N'+2*5 
 
 
1+75 /5 :'3-# 'I *A- C+>-3 @-?A%2+;@5 
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W)- *' *A- ?A%&%?*-&+;*+?; 'I *A- @-?A%2+;@ *A- @'3-# A%; *A+&*--2 N'+2*; J+*A '2#B I')& 
3-7&--; 'I I&--3'@0 *A&-- >%;;+$- %23 '2- %?*)%*-35 gA-2 C'*A I--* %&- '2 *A- 7&')23 *A- 
>%&%##-# @-?A%2+;@ 'I *A- *'&;' +; &-3)23%2*5 HA- I--* ?'2*%?* >'+2* J+*A *A- 7&')23 %33; 
*J' 2-J >%;;+$- N'+2*;5 ^-$-&*A-#-;; *A- 3+@-2;+'2; 'I *A- I--* %23 *A- @'3-# ;-#-?*-3 I'& 
*A- -+7A* >'+2* ?'2*%?* I'&?-; J+*A *A- 7&')23 %##'J; ); 2'* *' ?'2;+3-& *A-@ I&'@ % ;*%*+? 
>'+2* 'I $+-J5 HA- @-?A%2+;@ &-@%+2; ;*%23+27 +I *A- ;>&+27; 'I *A- %2K#-; %&- >&'>-&#B 
;-#-?*-35  
a'@- 'I *A- +@>'&*%2* ?A%&%?*-&+;*+?; *A%* *A+; @-?A%2+;@ >&'$+3-; %&- *A- I'##'J+27 '2-;h 
 
! HA- ;>&+27; +2 *A- %2K#- N'+2*; >&'$+3-; *A- 2--3-3 I'&?- *' K--> *A- &'C'* +2 % 
;*%C#- >';+*+'20 +2 *A- ?%;- +* +; 2'* %?*)%*-3 D-575 ;J+*?A-3 'IIG5 M2 *A+; ;*%*- *A- 
&'C'* 3'-; 2'* 2--3 -2-&7B ?'2;)@>*+'25  
! gA-2 *A- *%+# +; 3-;+72-3 I'##'J+27 *A- ?'23+*+'2 >&-;-2*-3 +2 D6-&-27)-& Q 
:'2%;*-&+'<=)-#+20 8EEZCG0 +* %?*; %; % ?')2*-&C%#%2?- JA-&- *A- #-27*A 'I % ;+27#- 
;)>>'&* >A%;- +; 2' #+@+*-3 +2 *+@-5 M* %##'J; *A- ;B;*-@ *' &-@%+2 J+*A % I''* 
&%+;-3 3)&+27 %2 +23-I+2+*- *+@-5 HA-20 *A- *)&2 'I *A- @-?A%2+;@ ?%2 C- &-%?A-3 
3)&+27 % ;+27#- ;)>>'&* >A%;- CB %33+27 2-J N'+2*; +2 *A- I--* '& +2 *A- A+> 'I *A- 
@-?A%2+;@5  
! gA-2 %## *A- K+2-@%*+?; >%&%@-*-&; A%$- C--2 3-I+2-30 *A- C-A%$+')& 3->-23; 
'2#B '2 *A- *%+# *&%N-?*'&B %23 *A- %2K#- >%&%@-*-&; DI&+?*+'20 ;*+II2-;; %23 
-O)+#+C&+)@ >';+*+'2G5 g- ;)>>';- *A- I&+?*+'2 2-7#+7+C#- I'& *A- &-;* 'I N'+2*;5 M2 
*A+; ;*)3B J- ?'2;+3-& *A- %2K#- I&+?*+'2 DAG0 *A- ;*+II2-;; DKG %23 *A- -O)+#+C&+)@ 
>';+*+'2 D!CG $%&+%C#- >%&%@-*-&;5 M2 % &-%# &'C'* J- ?%2 @'3+IB *A-;- >%&%@-*-&; 
);+27 % ;B;*-@ #+K- :P_]\\P Db%2 =%@ -* %#5 8EEZG I'& -9%@>#-5  
! MI !C +; .-&'0 *A- C+>-3 %#;' J%#K; *A%2K; *' *A- I'&?- -9-&*-3 CB *A- *%+# '$-& *A- 
C'3B JA-2 *A- *%+# +; +2 % #%*-&%# >';+*+'2 D6-&-27)-& Q :'2%;*-&+'<=)-#+20 8EEZ?G5 
^'&@%##B *A- ;B;*-@ J%#K; CB % ?'@C+2%*+'2 'I *A+; I'&?- %23 *A- 7&%$+*B -II-?*5 
! 1+2%##B0 %; J- ;A'J-3 +2 D6-&-27)-& Q :'2%;*-&+'<=)-#+20 8EEZCG0 *A- &'C'* 
>%&%@-*-&; ?%2 C- %3N);*-3 *' 'C*%+2 % ;@''*A 7&')23 ?'2*%?* %* *A- -23 'I -%?A 
;+27#- ;)>>'&* >A%;-5 HA+; +; %2 +2*-&-;*+27 ?A%&%?*-&+;*+? +I J- *&B *' &-3)?- *A- 
3+;;+>%*-3 -2-&7B 3)&+27 +*; J%#K5 
HA- @%+2 >%&%@-*-&; 'I *A- @-?A%2+;@ );-3 '2 ;+@)#%*+'2; %&- >&-;-2*-3 +2 H%C#- /5 
a+@)#%*+'2; A%$- C--2 @%3- );+27 :PHUP6H: %23 *A- a+@:-?A%2+?; *''#C'95 
 
:'3-# >%&%@-*-&; I'& ;+@)#%*+'2; 
^%@- b%#)- ^%@- b%#)- ^%@- b%#)- 
:C'3B SE5E7& U%3$ E5E@@ =>%&%# SE5E@@ 
:*'> SE5E7& UC%& FEE5E@@ A*'> cE5E@@ 
:C%& 8EE5E7& UI''* /E5E@@ AC%& 8EE5E@@ 
:I''* /SE5E7& U*%+# /SE5E@@ AI''* S5E@@ 
:#-7 FSE5E7& 3C'3B SE5E@@ A*%+# /S5E@@ 
:*%+# ZEE5E7&   3#-7 8E5E@@ 
:>%&%# S5E7&   =H S/E5E@@ 
:H /RSS5E7&      
H%C#- /5 \%&%@-*-&; I'& ;+@)#%*+'2;5 
"
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HA- *%+# 'I *A- &'C'* @'$-; +2 %2 %#@';* A'&+.'2*%# >#%2-5 gA-2 *A- *%+# +; +2 % #%*-&%# 
>';+*+'2 'I *A- @-?A%2+;@0 +*; @%;; %?*; %; % ?')2*-&C%#%2?- %23 >&'3)?-; *A- &+;- 'I '2- 'I 
*A- I--*0 JA-&- % ;*-> @'$-@-2* C-7+2;5 g- J+## 3-I+2- %23 3-;?&+C- A-&- ;-$-2 >A%;-; 
3)&+27 % ;*&+3-5 1+7)&- c ;A'J; *A-;- >A%;-; ;*%&*+27 %* %2 -O)+#+C&+)@ >';+*+'2 'I *A- 
;B;*-@ J+*A *A- *%+# +2 +*; ?-2*&%# >';+*+'25 
 
 
1+75 c5 \A%;- 3)&+27 % ;*&+3- 
 
! Phase 1E Displacement of the tail to a lateral of the mechanismh 6'*A ;>&+27; A'#3 *A- 
J-+7A* 'I *A- @-?A%2+;@0 %23 *A+; '2- ;*%B; %#@';* $-&*+?%#5 g- );- #+2-%& ;>&+27; 
+2 1+7)&- c I'& % C-**-& )23-&;*%23+27 'I *A-+& -II-?* %23 C-?%);- *A-B A%$- C--2 
);-3 +2 *A- ?'2;*&)?*+'2 'I ')& I+&;* &-%# >&'*'*B>- i%>>%5   
! Phase 2E Rise of one foot and single support phaseh gA-2 % I''* &+;-;0 '2#B '2- ;>&+27 
A'#3; *A- C'3B0 ;' *A- ;*%2?- #-7 I%##; I'&J%&3 *' % 2-J -O)+#+C&+)@ >';+*+'25 M2 *A+; 
>A%;-0 K+2-*+? %23 >'*-2*+%# -2-&7+-; %&- *&%2;I'&@-3 +2*' -#%;*+? -2-&7B %23 ;*'&-3 
+2 *A- %2K#- ;>&+27;5 HA- ;J+27 #-7 @'$-; I'&J%&3 %; % >-23)#)@5  
! Phase 3E Contact of the swing leg with the groundh P* *A+; @'@-2* *A- 7&-%*-& K+2-*+? 
-2-&7B #';;-; %&- 3)- *' *A- ?'##+;+'25 HA- 3-;+72-& @);* ?%#+C&%*- *A- @-?A%2+;@ 
*&B+27 *' &-3)?- *A- $-#'?+*+-; %* *A+; @'@-2* %23 >&'$+3- % ;@''*A ?'2*%?* 
C-*J--2 *A- I''* %23 *A- 7&')235 
! Phase 4E Movement of the tail to the other sideE M2 *A+; 3')C#- ;)>>'&* >A%;-0 *A- 
>&'N-?*+'2 'I *A- ?-2*&- 'I @%;; 'I *A- @-?A%2+;@ @'$-; I&'@ '2- I''* *' *A- '*A-&5 
HA- C'3B @'$-; C%?KJ%&3; *' % >';+*+'2 +2 JA+?A C'*A ;>&+27; 7-2-&%*- '>>';+*- 
*'&O)-;5  
! Phase 5E Rise of the second footh M2 *A+; >A%;-0 *A- ;>&+27 'I *A- I''* *A%* +; +2 *A- 
7&')23 >&'3)?-; -2')7A *'&O)- *' *%K- *A- C'3B I'&J%&3 %7%+25 
! Phase 6E ;ew contact of a swing leg with the groundh a%@- %; >A%;- c5 
! Phase 7E ;ew displacement of the tail during a douAle support phaseh MI % 2-J ;*&+3- +; 
3-;+&-30 *A+; >A%;- &->&-;-2*; &-*)&2+27 *' >A%;- /5 MI *A- *%+# ;*'>; +2 *A- @+33#- 
>';+*+'20 *A- ;B;*-@ J+## ;*%B +2 % ;*-%3B ?'2I+7)&%*+'2 J+*A 2' -2-&7B ?';*5 
"
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
Phase 5 Phase 6 Phase 7





HA+; >%>-& +; ?-2*&-3 '2 *A- ;*)3B 'I *A- 3B2%@+? $%&+%*+'2 'I *A- >%&%@-*-&; 'I *A- 
*'&;+'2%# ;>&+27 ;+*)%*-3 %* *A- %2K#-; %23 *A- I&-O)-2?B 'I *A- *%+# ';?+##%*+'25 \&-$+'); 
+2$-;*+7%*+'2; ;A'J *A%* *A-;- >%&%@-*-&; %##'J *A- &'C'* *' ?A%27- *A- ;*-> #-27*A %23 *A- 
$-#'?+*B 'I *A- J%#K+27 D6-&-27)-& Q :'2%;*-&+'<=)-#+20 8EEXG5 H' 7-* *A+; 3B2%@+? 
$%&+%*+'20 % *'&O)- +; %>>#+-3 *' -%?A %2K#- I'##'J+27 % I)2?*+'2 7+$-2 CB -O)%*+'2 /5 
 
!"!#$%&'( !!!!" )( 0#$  D/G 
 
HA- *A&-- *+@- $%&B+27 >%&%@-*-&; DKO !CO %23 AG %&- *A- ;%@- I'& C'*A %2K#-;5 6-##'J J- 
-9>#%+2 *A+; *+@- $%&+%*+'25 HA- ;>&+27<%?*)%*'& +; ?'@>&-;;-3 %23 ;*'&-; ;'@- >%&* 'I *A- 
3B2%@+? -2-&7B5 P* *A- ;*%23 ;+*)%*+'2 *A+; *'&O)- 3'-; 2'* @'$- *A- &'C'* C)* ?A%27-; *A- 
+2+*+%# %27#- C-*J--2 *A- #-7; %23 *A- I''*5 






"  D8G 
 
HA- I&-O)-2?B DfG +; %#;' % *+@-<$%&B+27 >%&%@-*-& 'I *A- @'3-#5 
HA- 'CN-?*+$- 'I *A+; >%>-& +; *' @%K- *A- &'C'* *' 7' )> I#%* ;)&I%?-; 'I 3+II-&-2* ;#'>-;5 HA- 
AB>'*A-;+; J- -2$+;%7-3 +; *A%* *A- +2+*+%# +2?#+2%*+'2 '& C'3B >';*)&- +; ?&)?+%# *' 7-* *A+; 
'CN-?*+$-5  HA+; AB>'*A-;+; +; C+'<+2;>+&-3 C-?%);- *A- %3%>*%*+'2 'I >';*)&%# '&+-2*%*+'2 *' 
?A%27-; +2 ;)&I%?- +2?#+2%*+'2 +; % K2'J2 &-I#-9 C-A%$+')& 'I @%2B %2+@%#; +2?#)3+27 
A)@%2; D\&-2*+?- -* %#50 8EEF0 Y#).+K -* %#50 8EEZC %23 ]3J%&3;0 8EEZG5 M* +; %#;' K2'J2 *A%* 
*A-&- -9+;* >';*)&%# %I*-&<-II-?*; 'I ;*->>+27 '2 %2 +2?#+2-3 ;)&I%?-5 HA+; -II-?* ?')#3 C- 3)- 
2'* *' % #'?%# %3%>*+$- @-?A%2+;@ D+5-5 ?A%27-; +2 %2K#- %27#-;G C)* *' % ?-2*&%# %3%>*+$- 
@-?A%2+;@ *A%* %II-?*; *A- >';*)&%# 7-'@-*&B @'&- 7#'C%##B DY#).+K -* %#50 8EEZ%G5 M2 *A+; 
J'&K J- 3' 2'* ?'2;+3-& ?'@>#-*-#B *A+; >A-2'@-2'20 C)* C-?%);- J- ?A%27- #'?%# 
>%&%@-*-&; +2 I)2?*+'2 'I %2 -2$+&'2@-2* $%&+%C#- D*A- 7&')23 ;#'>-G J- %&- 2'* 
?'2*&%3+?*+27 *A-;- 3+;?'$-&+-;5 
a'@- ;+@)#%*+'2; ;*)3+-; 3-;?&+C-3 #%*-& ;A'J *A%* *A- AB>'*A-;+; +; *&)- JA-2 *A- &'C'* 
C-7+2 *' J%#K '2 % ?'2;*%2* ;#'>- I#%* ;)&I%?-5 6)*0 A'J *' ;-#-?* *A- >%&%@-*-&; JA-2 *A- 
;#'>- 'I *A- 7&')23 $%&+-; JA+#- *A- &'C'* +; +2 @'$-@-2*j g- A%$- 3-?+3-3 *' %33 *' *A- 
&'C'* % ;+@>#- ?'2*+2)'); *+@- &-?)&&-2* 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K *' 'C*%+2 *A- *+@- $%&+%*+'2 'I *A- 
*A&-- >%&%@-*-&; 'I *A- *'&O)- %>>#+-3 *' *A- %2K#-; %23 *A- I&-O)-2?B 'I *A- *%+# ';?+##%*+'2 
DKO !CO AO fG5  
HA+; %>>&'%?A +; 3+II-&-2* I&'@ '*A-&; -9>#%+2-3 >&-$+');#B +2 *A- ;-2;- *A%* *A- >';*)&%# 
>A-2'@-2'2 +; A-&- +@>#-@-2*-3 CB %3N);*+27 @-?A%2+?%# >%&%@-*-&; +2 I)2?*+'2 'I *A- 
7&')23 ;#'>-5 L2 *A- ?'2*&%&B0 +2 D:%)&-& Q \-*-&K%0 8EESG0 % *J' 3-7&--; 'I I&--3'@ \MW 
?'2*&'##-& DP;*&V@ Q =T77#)230 /RRSG +; *)2-3  *' I'##'J % ?'2;*%2* &-I-&-2?- ;+72%# C%;-3 
'2 *A- 7&')23 ;#'>-5 HA- ')*>)* 'I *A- ?'2*&'##-& +; *A- *'&O)- %>>#+-3 *' *A- %2K#-5 
g- A%$- ;+@>#+I+-3 *A- +2>)* *' *A- 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K *' '2#B '2- $%&+%C#-0 *A- 7&')23k; ;#'>-5 
H' @'$- *A-;- +3-%; +2*' % &-%# &'C'* +* +; 2-?-;;%&B 2'* '2#B *' %33 % @-?A%2+;@ *A%* J')#3 
;&ol4tion of Ne4ro=Controllers for Tra?e1tor@ AlanninB 3pplied to a Cipedal DalkinB  
/obot  $ith a Tail      
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C- %C#- *' ?A%27- 3B2%@+?%##B *A- >%&%@-*-&; 'I *A- %2K#-0 C)* % ;-2;'& *A%* ?%2 @-%;)&- *A- 
;#'>- 'I *A- 7&')23 D% >-&?->*)%# ;-2;'&G5 M2 &-%# ;*)3+-; J+*A *A- &'C'* i%>>% D6-&-27)-& 
%23 :'2%;*-&+'<=)-#+20 8EEXG *A+; @-%;)&-@-2* A%; C--2 @%3- J+*A %??-#-&'@-*-&; ;-2;'&; 
;A'J+27 *A%* +* +; >';;+C#- *' -;*+@%*- *A- +2?#+2%*+'2 'I *A- #-7; '2 % I#%* ;)&I%?- J+*A % 2)## 
;#'>-5 1+7)&- F ;A'J; *A- %??-#-&'@-*-&; #'?%*+'2 %23 *A-+& ;-2;+27 3+&-?*+'2; '$-& *A- 
@'3-# +2 % ;%7+**%# $+-J5 DHA- %??-#-&'@-*-&; @-%;)&- %<70 JA-&- % +; *A- *&%2;#%*+'2%# 
%??-#-&%*+'2 $-?*'& 'I *A- C'3B %23 7 *A- 7&%$+*B $-?*'&5G 
W)- *' *A- K+2-@%*+?%# 3-;+72 'I *A- @-?A%2+;@ *A- &-I-&-2?- ?''&3+2%*- ;B;*-@ %**%?A-3 *' 
*A- *'&;' %#J%B; A%; *A- l %9+; D*A- 3+&-?*+'2 'I *A- &'C'* %3$%2?-G >%&%##-# *' *A- 7&')235 
P; % ?'2;-O)-2?- +* +; >';;+C#- *' 7-* % &-%#+;*+? @-%;)&- 'I *A- 7&')23 ;#'>- >)**+27 %2 




]$'#)*+'2%&B `'C'*+?; +; % @-*A'3'#'7+?%# *''# *' %)*'@%*- *A- 3-;+72 'I &'C'*;e ?'2*&'##-&; 
C%;-3 '2 *A- );- 'I %&*+I+?+%# -$'#)*+'2 *' I+23 ;-*; 'I >%&%@-*-&; I'& %&*+I+?+%# 2-)&%# 
2-*J'&K; *A%* 7)+3- *A- &'C'*; *' *A- %??'@>#+;A@-2* 'I *A-+& *%;K D^'#I+ Q 1#'&-%2'0 8EEEG5 
M2 @';* ?%;-;0 *A- ?'2*&'# ;B;*-@; 'I -$'#)*+'2%&B &'C'*; %&- %&*+I+?+%# 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K; 
-$'#$-3 *A&')7A 7-2-*+? %#7'&+*A@;0 -9>#%+2-3 +2 *A- 2-9* ;-?*+'2;5 
 
4.1"Genetic"Algorithms"
(-2-*+? %#7'&+*A@; %&- % 7-2-&%#<>)&>';- ;-%&?A %#7'&+*A@; +2;>+&-3 CB 2%*)&%# >'>)#%*+'2 
7-2-*+?; *' -$'#$- ;'#)*+'2; *' >&'C#-@; D='##%230 /RZSG5 P 7-2-*+? %#7'&+*A@ '>-&%*-; '2 % 
>'>)#%*+'2 'I %&*+I+?+%# ?A&'@';'@-; CB ;-#-?*+$-#B &->&'3)?+27 *A- ?A&'@';'@-; 'I 
+23+$+3)%#; J+*A A+7A-& >-&I'&@%2?- %23 %>>#B+27 &%23'@ ?A%27-;5 ]%?A ;*&)?*)&- +2 *A- 
>'>)#%*+'2 &->&-;-2*; % ?%23+3%*- ;'#)*+'2 *' *A- >&'C#-@ %23 +; &%2K-3 %??'&3+27 *' % 
fitness I)2?*+'25 HA+; '&3-&-3 #+;* +; );-3 *' ?&-%*- 2-J +23+$+3)%#; %23 &->-%* *A- >&'?-;; 
)2*+# *A- '>*+@+.%*+'2 >&'C#-@ +; ;%*+;I+-35  
 
 
1+75 F5 P??-#-&'@-*-&; #'?%*+'2 %23 *A-+& ;-2;+27 3+&-?*+'2; '$-& *A- @'3-# +2 ;%77+*%# $+-J 
DH%+# %23 I&'2*%# >%&%##-# #+2K @-?A%2+;@ %&- 2'* ;A'J2G5 
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P 7-2-*+? %#7'&+*A@ ;*%&*; J+*A % I+9 ;+.- >'>)#%*+'2 'I &%23'@#B 7-2-&%*-3 +23+$+3)%#; %23 
%3$%2?- *'J%&3; C-**-& ;'#)*+'2; CB %>>#B+27 7-2-*+? '>-&%*'&;5 ]%?A +23+$+3)%# +; ?'3-3 +2 
% ?A&'@';'@- JA+?A @+7A* +@>#+-3 ;-$-&%# $%&+%C#-; ;)?A %; *A- ?'22-?*+'2 J-+7A*; 'I % 
2-)&%# 2-*J'&K0 7%+2; *' %>>#B *' % ;>-?+I+? +2>)* '& % *+@-<3-#%B ?'2;*%2* I'& %2 ')*>)*5 P 
I+*2-;; I)2?*+'2 @);* C- 3-$+;-3 I'& -%?A >&'C#-@ *' C- ;'#$-35  
(+$-2 % >%&*+?)#%& ?A&'@';'@-0 *A- I+*2-;; I)2?*+'2 &-*)&2; % ;+27#- 2)@-&+?%# I+*2-;; JA+?A 
+; ;)>>';-3 *' C- >&'>'&*+'2%# *' *A- %3%>*%*+'2 'I *A- +23+$+3)%# *A%* *A- ?A&'@';'@- 
&->&-;-2*;5 L2?- % 7-2-&%*+'2 'I +23+$+3)%#; A%; C--2 -$%#)%*-30 ;-#-?*+$- &->&'3)?*+'2 
;*%&*; *' ?&-%*- 2-J ?'>+-; 'I *A- C-;* ?A&'@';'@-; +2 *A- >'>)#%*+'25 M23+$+3)%#; J+*A 
A+7A-& I+*2-;; $%#)-; *-23 *' #-%$- % A+7A-& 2)@C-& 'I ?'>+-; I'& *A- 2-9* 7-2-&%*+'25 (+$-2 

















_'@@'2#B0 -%?A 7-2-&%*+'2 A%; *A- ;%@- 2)@C-& 'I +23+$+3)%#;5 HA- >&'?-;; JA+?A 
3-*-&@+2-; A'J *A- 2-J 7-2-&%*+'2 +; ?&-%*-3 3->-23; '2 @%2B I%?*'&;5 1+&;*#B0 *A- 
;-#-?*+'2 %#7'&+*A@ @);* C- ?A';-25 HA- 2-J 7-2-&%*+'2 ?%2 C- 'C*%+2-3 I&'@ *A- #%;* 
7-2-&%*+'2 JA'#- >'>)#%*+'20 '& ?A'';+27 % 7+$-2 2)@C-& 'I C-;* +23+$+3)%#; JA+?A J+## 
?&-%*- ?'>+-; 'I *A-@;-#$-;5 a'@- 'I *A- C-;* +23+$+3)%#; DElitesQ ?')#3 %#;' C- +2A-&+*-3 
3+&-?*#B CB *A- 2-9* 7-2-&%*+'25  
PI*-& ;-#-?*+'2 A%; C--2 ?%&&+-3 ')*0 *A- ?'2;*&)?*+'2 'I *A- 2-J 7-2-&%*+'2 +; ?'@>#-*-3 CB 
&-?'@C+2%*+'2 %23 @)*%*+'25 `-?'@C+2%*+'2 +; %?A+-$-3 CB *A- crossover '>-&%*'&0 JA+?A 
?'@C+2-; *A- ?A&'@';'@-; 'I *J' >%&-2*;5 \%&-2*; %&- ?A';-2 &%23'@#B I&'@ *A- 2-J 
7-2-&%*+'2 %23 % &%23'@ >'+2* +; ;-#-?*-3 %&')23 JA+?A *A- 7-2'@- +; ;J%>>-3 C-*J--2 
*A- *J' +23+$+3)%#; D1+7)&- F%G5 HA- mutation '>-&%*'& %&C+*&%&+#B %#*-&; '2- '& @'&- 7-2-; 'I 






1+75 S D%G _&';;'$-&h (+$-2 *J' ;-#-?*-3 7-2'*B>-;0 7-2-*+? @%*-&+%# +; ;J%>>-3 %&')23 % 
&%23'@ ;-#-?*-3 >'+2*5 DCG :)*%*+'2h (+$-2 '2- 7-2'*B>-0 % &%23'@ ;-#-?*-3 7-2- +; 
@)*%*-35 L2?- *A- 2-J 7-2-&%*+'2 A%; C--2 ?&-%*-3 % 2-J -$%#)%*+'2 'I %## +23+$+3)%#; 
;&ol4tion of Ne4ro=Controllers for Tra?e1tor@ AlanninB 3pplied to a Cipedal DalkinB  
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'??)&;0 %23 *A- >&'?-;; +; &->-%*-3 I'& ;-$-&%# 7-2-&%*+'2; 3)&+27 JA+?A *A- %$-&%7- %23 
I+*2-;; $%#)-; %&- @'2+*'&-35  
HA- C%;+?; 'I *A+; ;+@>#- 7-2-*+? %#7'&+*A@ %23 ;-$-&%# $%&+%*+'2; %&- J-## 3-;?&+C-3 +2 
@%2B >&-$+'); C''K; D('#3C-&70 /RXRG 
"
4.2",eural",etwork"
HA- ;?+-2*+I+? ;*)3B 'I *A- 2-&$'); ;B;*-@ #-3 *' *A- 2--3 *' 'C*%+2 @%*A-@%*+?%# @'3-#; 'I 
*A- 2-)&'2;5 HA- I+&;* @'3-# D:?_)##'?A Q \+**;0 /RFcG );-3 % *J'<;*%*- *A&-;A'#3 ;B;*-@ 
*A%* I'##'J-3 % ;*'?A%;*+? %#7'&+*A@ +2$'#$+27 ;)33-2 ?A%27-; 'I +*; ;*%*- %* &%23'@ *+@-;5 
U%*-& D='>I+-#30 /RXFG % 3-*-&@+2+;*+? ?'2*+2)');<*+@- @%*A-@%*+?%# @'3-# J%; >&'>';-3 
I'& C-**-& %>>&'%?A+27 *' *A- I)2?*+'2+27 'I *A- &-%# 2-)&'2;5  
^-)&%# 2-*J'&K; %&- +2*-&?'22-?*-3 2-)&'2; *A%* A%$- @%2B +2*-&-;*+27 >&'>-&*+-; DP@+*0 
/RXR %23 `)@-#A%&* Q :?_#-##%230 /RX[G5  
M2 *A+; J'&K J- );- *A- ?'2*+2)');<*+@- &-?)&&-2* 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K D_H`^^G D6--& Q 
(%##%7A-&0 /RR8G *A%* 'C-B; *A- I'##'J+27 ;-* 'I 2'2<#+2-%& I+&;*<'&3-& 3+II-&-2*+%# -O)%*+'2;h 
 
./0// '''!" )( #($!  DFG 
 
JA-&- y0 I0 ! %23 ! %&- m2 9 /n $-?*'&; %23 g  +; %2 m2 9 2n @%*&+90 JA-&- yi +; *A- ;*%*- 
$%&+%C#- 'I *A- +*A 2-)&'2 D*A- @-%2 @-@C&%2- >'*-2*+%#Go wiS0 S " i &->&-;-2* ;B2%>*+? 
?'22-?*+'2; I&'@ 2-)&'2 S *' 2-)&'2 io *A- ;-#I<+2*-&%?*+'2 wii &->&-;-2*; % ;+@>#- %?*+$- 
?'23)?*%2?-o !S +; % ?'2;*%2* *A&-;A'#3 '& C+%;o #i +; % *+@- ?'2;*%2* D&-;+;*%2?- 9 ?%>%?+*%2?-Go 






1)((  DSG 
 
_H`^^k; %&- % ;>-?+%# ?%;- 'I *A- 7-2-&%# ?#%;; 'I %33+*+$- 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K @'3-#; 
D(&';;C-&70 /RXXG JA+?A A%$- % ?'@>#-9 3B2%@+?%# C-A%$+')&5 M2 D6--&0 8EE[G *A- >%&%@-*-& 
;>%?- ;*&)?*)&- 'I *A- _H`^^ +; ;B;*-@%*+?%##B ;*)3+-35 
1&'@ % @%*A-@%*+?%# >'+2* 'I $+-J *A- +2>)* *' *A- ;B;*-@ +; DIi  p  !iG ;+2?- -O)%*+'2 F ?%2 
C- &-J&+**-2 +2 *A- I'&@ 
 
#($ '''!" .2022 )(!  D[G 
 
);+27 *A- *&%2;I'&@%*+'2 zi q yi p !i5 
g+*A *A- *&%2;I'&@%*+'2 y U WxpI D%23 ;)>>';+27 g +; 2'* % ;+27)#%& @%*&+9G J- 'C*%+2 
%2'*A-& );-I)# 7-2-&%# &->&-;-2*%*+'2 I'& %2%#B*+?%# ;*)3+-; Db+3B%;%7%&0 /RRcGh 
 
)( #($ '''!" .0111!  DZG 
HA-;- 2-*J'&K; %&- >-&I-?*#B ;)+*%C#- I'& -$'#)*+'2%&B &'C'*+?; *%;K; 3)- *' @%2B 
?A%&%?*-&+;*+?;h 
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! HA- 2-*J'&K +; ?'@>';-3 'I % #%&7- 2)@C-& 'I A+7A#B +2*-&?'22-?*-3 >&'?-;;+27 
2-)&'2; J'&K+27 +2 >%&%##-# *' ;'#$- % ;>-?+I+? >&'C#-@5 
! ^-)&%# 2-*J'&K; A%$- *A- %C+#+*B *' #-%&2 I&'@ -9>-&+-2?- D*A%* +;0 I&'@ A+;*'&+?%# 
3%*% ?'##-?*-3 +2 ;'@- >&'C#-@ 3'@%+2G5 
! a-2;'&; %23 %?*)%*'&; ?%2 C- @%>>-3 3+&-?*#B +2*' *A- +2>)*; %23 ')*>)*; 2-)&'2;5 
! a@''*A ?A%27-; '2 *A- >%&%@-*-&; J+## ?'&&-;>'23 *' 7&%3)%# ?A%27-; 'I +*; 
C-A%$+')&5 
! PI*-& % 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K A%; C--2 *)22-30 +* ?%2 C- 3->#'B-3 J+*A+2 %2 %>>#+?%*+'2 
%23 );-3 *' @%K- 3-?+;+'2; '& >-&I'&@ %?*+'2; JA-2 2-J 3%*% +; >&-;-2*-35 
! HA- 2-*J'&K +; &'C);* *' 2'+;-5 W)- *' *A- J-+7A*-3 ;)@ 'I +2>)* ;+72%#;0 




L)& &'C'* +; ?'@>';-3 'I % _H`^^ 'I 8 +2*-&<2-)&'2; %23 %2 %&&%27-@-2* 'I / +2>)* 
2-)&'2 %23 F ')*>)* 2-)&'2;5 _'2*+2)');#B *A- 2-*J'&K &-?-+$-; %; +2>)* *A- 7&')23 ;#'>-5 
HA- +2*-&<2-)&'2 2-*J'&K +; I)##B ?'22-?*-35 P33+*+'2%##B0 -%?A +2*-&<2-)&'2 &-?-+$-; '2- 
+2?'@+27 ;B2%>;- I&'@ *A- +2>)* 2-)&'25 ]%?A ')*>)* 2-)&'2 &-?-+$-; '2- +2?'@+27 
;B2%>;- I&'@ -%?A +2*-&<2-)&'2 D;-- 1+7)&- [G5 HA-&- %&- 2' 3+&-?* ?'22-?*+'2; C-*J--2 
+2>)* %23 ')*>)* 2-)&'2;5 HA- ;*%*-; 'I *A- ')*>)* 2-)&'2; %&- );-3 *' ;-* *A- I&-O)-2?B 'I 
*A- &'C'*e; *%+# DfG 0 %23 *A- *A&-- >%&%@-*-&; DK0 !C %23 AG5 
HA- 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K 'C-B; *A- ;*%*- -O)%*+'2; X0 R %23 //0 %23 *A- ')*>)* -O)%*+'2 /85 
 
3**1 )()( )"  DXG 
 




























#(  D/8G 
;&ol4tion of Ne4ro=Controllers for Tra?e1tor@ AlanninB 3pplied to a Cipedal DalkinB  











1+75 [5 ^-)&%# 2-*J'&K %&?A+*-?*)&- +@>#-@-2*-35 P## *A- I--3I'&J%&3 %23 &-?)&&-2* 
?'22-?*+'2; %&- 3&%J2 Da-- *A- *-9* I'& @-%2+27 'I *A- #%C-#;G5 
 
P ;+@>#- 7-2-&%*+'2%# 7-2-*+? %#7'&+*A@ +; -@>#'B-3 *' ;-* *A- >%&%@-*-&; 'I *A- 
2-*J'&K;D('#3C-&70 /RXRG5 HA- >'>)#%*+'2 ?'2*%+2; 8E 7-2'*B>-;5 (-2'*B>-; 'I *A- I+&;* 
7-2-&%*+'2 %&- 7-2-&%*-3 &%23'@#B5 (-2-&%*+'2; I'##'J+27 *A- I+&;* '2- %&- >&'3)?-3 CB % 
?'@C+2%*+'2 'I ;-#-?*+'2 J+*A -#+*+;@0 &-?'@C+2%*+'2 %23 @)*%*+'25 1'& -%?A 2-J 
7-2-&%*+'20 *A- I+$- A+7A-;* ;?'&+27 +23+$+3)%#; Dr*A- -#+*-sG I&'@ *A- >&-$+'); 7-2-&%*+'2 
%&- &-*%+2-3 )2?A%27-35 HA- &-@%+23-& 'I *A- 2-J >'>)#%*+'2 +; 7-2-&%*-3 CB I+*2-;;<
>&'>'&*+'2%# ;-#-?*+'2 D%#;' K2'J2 %; &')#-**- JA--# ;-#-?*+'2G I&'@ *A- +23+$+3)%#; 'I *A- 
'#3 >'>)#%*+'25 ]%?A 7-2'*B>- +; % $-?*'& ?'@>&+;+27 8F &-%# $%#)-; D+5-50 /F ?'22-?*+'2 
J-+7A*;0 8 3-?%B ?'2;*%2*;0 Z C+%; *-&@;0 %23 / 7%+2 I%?*'&G5 M2+*+%##B0 &%23'@ 7-2'*B>-; %&- 
7-2-&%*-3 CB +2+*+%#+.+27 -%?A 'I *A-+& ?'@>'2-2*; *' $%#)-; ?A';-2 %* &%23'@ CB );+27 % 
?'2*+2)'); )2+I'&@ 3+;*&+C)*+'2 +2 *A- mE0/n +2*-&$%#5 ^-J 7-2'*B>-;0 -9?->* r*A- -#+*-s0 %&- 
>&'3)?-3 CB %>>#B+27 &-?'@C+2%*+'2 J+*A % >&'C%C+#+*B 'I E5S0 '& +I *A-&- A%; C--2 2' 
&-?'@C+2%*+'20 % @)*%*+'2 &)#- +; %>>#+-3 J+*A >&'C%C+#+*B /5 
W)&+27 -$'#)*+'20 %## $-?*'& ?'@>'2-2* $%#)-; %&- ?'2;*&%+2-3 *' &-@%+2 J+*A+2 *A- &%27- 
mE0/n5 (-2'*B>- >%&%@-*-&; %&- #+2-%&#B @%>>-3 *' >&'3)?- 2-*J'&K >%&%@-*-&; J+*A *A- 
I'##'J+27 &%27-;h C+%;-; !i # m$F0 Fn 0 J-+7A*; %iS # m$[0 [n 0 7%+2 I%?*'& g # m<S0 Sn  %23 3-?%B 
?'2;*%2*; #i # mE5/ /EEn5 
W)&+27 -$'#)*+'2 -%?A 7-2'*B>- +; ?#'2-3 +2*' *A- ;+@)#%*-3 &'C'* %23 -$%#)%*-3 I'& % *&+%#5 
g+*A+2 % *&+%#0 *A- &'C'* #+I-<;>%2 +; 8S ;+@)#%*-3 ;-?'23;5 M2 -%?A *&+%# *A- &'C'* +; &-J%&3-3 
CB %2 -$%#)%*+'2 I)2?*+'2 1 D;-- -O)%*+'2 /S C-#'JG JA+?A ;--K; *' %;;-; *A- %C+#+*B 'I *A- 
&'C'* *' >-&I'&@ *A- *%;K5  
L2?- -%?A >'>)#%*+'2 A%; C--2 -$%#)%*-3 *A- 3+II-&-2* ?A&'@';'@-; %&- &%2K-3 %??'&3+27 
*' *A- $%#)- 'C*%+2-3 I&'@ *A- I+*2-;; I)2?*+'20 %23 %## *A- 7-2-*+? '>-&%*'&; %&- >-&I'&@-3 




`'C'* +; ;+@)#%*-3 *A%2K; *' *A- ?imMechanics *''#C'9 +2?#)3-3 +2 *A- MatlaA ;'I*J%&-5 
\&-$+'); ;*)3+-; A%$- 3->+?*-3 *A- ;+@)#%*+'2 ;?A-@% %23 '2#B @'3+I+?%*+'2; '2 *A- 
>&-$+'); ;*&)?*)&- %&- ;A'J2 +2 *A+; ?A%>*-&5 1'& I)&*A-& 3-*%+#; ;-- D6-&-27)-& Q 
:'2%;*-&+'<=)-#+20 8EEZCG5 
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1+&;* @'3+I+?%*+'2 +; *A- @-?A%2+;@; +2?#)3-3 I'& *A- '2<#+2- ;#'>- @'3+I+?%*+'25 M2 
>&+2?+>#- @'3+IB+27 *A- 7&')23 J%; % A%&3 *%;K 3)- *' *A- ;+@)#%*'& %&?A+*-?*)&-5 HA- 
>&'C#-@e; ;'#)*+'2 J%; *A- +2?#);+'2 'I % @-?A%2+;@ *' %#*-& *A- 7&%$+*B ;A'J2 +2 1+7)&- Z5 
 
 
1+75 Z5 L2#+2- 7&%$+*B @'3+I+?%*+'25  
 
HA- 7&%$+*B %?*; %; % I)2?*+'2 'I *A- &-%# ;#'>-0 JA-&- +*; c ?'@>'2-2*; DgxOgyOgzG  %&- 3-I+2-3 























P2'*A-& -2A%2?-@-2* +@>#-@-2*-3 +; *A- ?A%27- 'I *A- >&-$+'); ;*%*+? ;>&+27; CB *A- 
$%&+%C#- '2-;5 P; ;A'J2 +2 1+7)&- X0 *A+; @'3+I+?%*+'2 %##'J; *A- &'C'* *' ?'2*&'# +*; ;>&+27 
I'&?-5 HA+; ;>&+27 +; +@>#-@-2*-3 I'##'J+27 *A- ]O)%*+'2 / -9>#%+2-3 +2 >&-$+'); ;-?*+'2;0 
JA-&- >%&%@-*-&; W %23 dWXdt ?'@- I&'@ *A- %2K#- ;-2;'& %23 K0 A %23 !C %&- ')*>)*; I&'@ 





1+75 X5 D%G a>&+27 +@>#-@-2*%*+'2 '2 >&-$+'); J'&K; JA-&- *A- ;>&+27 A%; ?'2;*%2* 
>%&%@-*-&;5 DCG b%&+%C#- ;>&+27 +@>#-@-2*%*+'25 HA- ;>&+27 A%; *+@- $%&B+27 >%&%@-*-&;5 
;&ol4tion of Ne4ro=Controllers for Tra?e1tor@ AlanninB 3pplied to a Cipedal DalkinB  
/obot  $ith a Tail      
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1+2%# @'3+I+?%*+'2 +; *A- +2?#);+'2 'I *A- 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K ?'2*&'##-& -9>#%+2-3 +2 a-?*+'2 F5c5 
HA+; _H`^^ +; +2 ?A%&7- 'I 7-**+27 *A- -2$+&'2@-2* +2>)* D7&')23 ;#'>-G %23 7+$- *A- 
%?*)%*+27 >%&%@-*-&; *' *A- *%+# %23 $%&+%C#- ;>&+27;5 g- 'C;-&$- *A%* -O)%*+'2 R ?%2 C- 




!$  D/FG 
 
HA- *%;K >-&I'&@; +2 *A- ;+@)#%*'& I'& 8S ;+@)#%*-3 ;-?'23;5 W)&+27 *A+; *+@- *A- ;#'>- 'I 
*A- 7&')23 D*&%2;#%*-3 +2*' 7&%$+*B ?A%27-;G +; +2?&-%;-3 -%?A S ;-?'23; +2 8d0 ;*%&*+27 +2 Ed 
%23 I+2+;A+27 +2 Xd5 P23 -9*-&2%# >&'7&%@ +; +2 ?A%&7- 'I >&'$+3+27 *A- 7-2'*B>- *' *A- 
2-*J'&K %23 ?'##-?*+27 *A- 2-?-;;%&B ')*>)* 3%*%5 L2?- *A- *&+%# A%; I+2+;A-30 *A- >&'7&%@ 
;*'>; *A- ;+@)#%*+'20 ;?'&-; *A- +23+$+3)%# %23 &)2 2-9* +23+$+3)%# 7-2'*B>-5 HA- +23+$+3)%# 
+; -$%#)%*-3 %??'&3+27 *' ]O)%*+'2 /S0 JA+?A @-%;)&-; *A- 3+;*%2?- *&%$-##-3 CB *A- &'C'* 





0 )()( 22118 )) !'!"  D/SG 
 
 
1+75 R5 _H`^^ +@>#-@-2*-3 '2 *A- ;+@)#%*'&5 
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gA-2 % 7-2-&%*+'2 A%; C--2 -$%#)%*-30 *A- ;B;*-@ &-%&&%27-; *A- 7-2'*B>-; ?&-%*+27 % 2-J 
7-2-&%*+'2 C%;-3 '2 *A- -#+*+;@0 @)*%*+'2 %23 ?&';;'$-&5 HA+; ?B?#- +; &->-%*-3 I'& ;-$-&%# 




HA&')7A % ?'##-?*+'2 'I >%*+-2* ;+@)#%*+'2 *-;*; J- A%$- 3+;?'$-&-3 *A%* *A- &'C'* ?%2 7' )> 
3+II-&-2* ?'2;*%2* ;#'>-; +2 *A- &%27-; ;A'J2 +2 H%C#- 85 HA+; ;*)3B A%; C--2 @%3- *' 
%??-#-&%*- *A- -$'#)*+'2 >&'?-;;0 C)* +* A%; *A- A%23+?%> *A%* @);* C- %>>#+-3 *' 
)22'&@%#+.- *A- ')*>)* 'I *A- 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K5 HA+; -@>+&+?%# ;*)3B @+7A* C- %$'+3-3 +2 *A- 
I)*)&- C-?%);- +* ?')#3 2'* C- 2-?-;;%&B *A%* *A- >%&%@-*-&; ?A%27- ;)33-2#B J+*A *A- 
;#'>-5 
 
I Y C %E ;#'>- D"G 
E5ES<E5EZ Ed<[d 
E5S<E5Z R</E E5F<E5[ 
E5EZ<E5/8 [d<Xd 
H%C#- 85 L)*>)* 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K >%&%@-*-&; &%27-5 
 
g- &)2 ;+@)#%*+'2; I'& ZE 7-2-&%*+'2;5 P; ;A'J2 +2 1+7)&- /E0 *A- I+*2-;; &-%?A-3 % >#%*-%) 
%&')23 *A- $%#)- 'I c5E %I*-& 7-2-&%*+'2 SR5 
 
 
1+75 /E5 1+*2-;; 'I *A- &'C'* %* -%?A 7-2-&%*+'25 
 
HA- C-;* >-&I'&@+27 7-2'*B>- &-;)#*+27 I&'@ *A- -$'#)*+'2%&B >&'?-;; J%; 3-?'3-3 %7%+2 
+2*' *A- ;+@)#%*-3 &'C'* *' @%K- @-%;)&-@-2*; %C')* *A- C-A%$+')& 'I *A- &'C'*5 g- I+&;* 
;*)3+-3 *A- C-A%$+')& 'I *A- 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K0 'C;-&$+27 *A- >-&I'&@%2?- 'I *A- A+33-2 
;&ol4tion of Ne4ro=Controllers for Tra?e1tor@ AlanninB 3pplied to a Cipedal DalkinB  
/obot  $ith a Tail      
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2-)&'2;5 1+7)&- // ;A'J; *A- ;*%*- $%#)-; %23 3-#*% $%#)-; 'I C'*A A+33-2 2-)&'2;5 
 
1+75 //5 W-#*% %23 a*%*- $%#)-; I'& C'*A A+33-2 2-)&'2; +2 *A- C-;* >-&I'&@+27 7-2'*B>-5 
 
P; ;A'J2 +2 *A- >&-$+'); I+7)&-;0 A+33-2 2-)&'2 3-#*% $%#)-; ?A%27- %C&)>*#B J+*A +2>)* 
?A%27-; D-%?A S ;-?'23;G JA+#- *A- ;*%*- $%#)-; 3' +* ;@''*A#B5  
L)*>)* $%#)-; I'& *A- 2-)&%# 2-*J'&K %&- ;A'J2 +2 1+7)&- /85 HA-;- $%#)-; ?A%27- '$-& *A- 
*+@- 3)- *' *A- -2$+&'2@-2* ?A%27-;5 g- 'C;-&$- *A%* I&-O)-2?B +; ?A%27+27 +*; $%#)- 
;#'J#B I'##'J+27 % *&%2;+-2* ;*%*- *'J%&3; % I+2%# ;*-%3B<;*%*- JA+?A +; 2'* %C#- *' &-%?A5 
a*+II2-;; DKG DI+7)&- /8CG +; %#;' I'##'J+27 %2 -II'&*#-;;#B ?A%27-0 C)* %3N);*; '2 +*; 
+2?#+2%*+'2 %&- I')23 '2 *A- 7&')23 ;#'>- ?A%27-;5 1+2%##B !C DI+7)&- /8?G %23 A DI+7)&- /83G 
@'3+IB *A-+& $%#)-; %C&)>*#B0 N);* '2- ?A%27- I'& !C @%*?A+27 '2- 7&')23 ;#'>- ?A%27- 
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1+75 /85 D%G H%+# I&-O)-2?B ';?+##%*+'2 DfG  DCG a>&+27 ;*+II2-;; DKG  D?G ]O)+#+C&+)@ >';+*+'2 D!CG 
D3G W%@>+27 ?'2;*%2* DAG $%#)-; I'& *A- C-;* 7-2'*B>- +2 % ?'@>#-*- *&+%#5 
HA- ;>&+27 $%#)-; ?'@+27 I&'@ *A- 2-*J'&K 7' *' *A- $%&+%C#- ;>&+27 JA+?A ;-2;+27 *A- 
%2K#-;e %27)#%& >';+*+'2 %23 $-#'?+*B D1+7)&- /c%G +@>+27- % *'&O)- '2 C'*A %2K#-; D1+7)&- 
/cCG5 g- 'C;-&$- >-&+'3+? ';?+##%*+'2; '2 %## *A- ;+72%#;0 3)- *' *A- @'$-@-2* 'I *A- &'C'*5 
gA+#- '2- I''* +; '2 *A- 7&')23 *A- '*A-& +; @'$+27 I'&J%&3; J+*A ;'@- ;@%## ';?+##%*+'2; 
C%?KJ%&3;5 L2?- *A- >&-$+'); I''* A%; *')?A-3 *A- 7&')23 *A- '*A-& '2- ;*%&*; +*; 
@'$-@-2*5 g- ?%2 %#;' 2'*+?- ;@%## @'3+I+?%*+'2; '2 *A- >';+*+'2 %23 $-#'?+*B 'I *A- %2K#- 
N'+2* 3->-23+27 '2 *A- 3+II-&-2* 7&')23 ;#'>-;5 W)&+27 -%?A ;*%C#- 7&')23 +2?#+2%*+'2 *A- 
%2K#- K-->; *A- ';?+##%*'&B @'$-@-2* %; % >-&+'3+? ;+72%# %23 ?A%27-; +; ;*&-27*A JA-2 *A- 
+2?#+2%*+'2 $%&+-;5 HA-;- @'3+I+?%*+'2; J+## %#*-& *A- C'3B $-#'?+*B %23 ;*->e; #-27*A %; 








1+75 /F5 D%G 6'3B $-#'?+*B %23 DCG 3+;*%2?- C-*J--2 &'C'*e; I--* 3)&+27 % *&+%#5 
 
1+7)&- /F% ;A'J; *A%* *A- &'C'*e; %$-&%7- ;>--3 '2 % I#%* *-&&%+2 +; E5/Z@f; C)* +* +; &-3)?-3 
*' E5EX@f; '2 %2 X 3-7&--; 7&')23 ;#'>-5 HA+; $%&+%*+'2 ?%2 %#;' C- %>>&-?+%*-3 +2 1+7)&- 
/FC JA-&- J- 'C;-&$- % ;*%&*+27 ;*-> ;+.- 'I E5/8@ %23 +; &-3)?-3 *' E5EX@ %* *A- -23 'I *A- 
*&+%#5 HA- @%9+@)@ 3+;*%2?- J%#K-30 %$-&%7- ;>--3 %23 %$-&%7- %??-#-&%*+'2 %&- ;A'J2 +2 
1+7)&- /S0 &-#%*-3 *' *A- +2;*%2*%2-'); 7&')23 ;#'>-5 
;&ol4tion of Ne4ro=Controllers for Tra?e1tor@ AlanninB 3pplied to a Cipedal DalkinB  
/obot  $ith a Tail      
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L2- 'I *A- +@>'&*%2* ?A%&%?*-&+;*+?; '2 *A- &'C'*; +; +*; O)%;+<>%;;+$-2-;; JA+?A %##'J; *A- 
&'C'* *' A%$- % &-3)?-3 ?'2;)@>*+'2 %; ?%2 C- %>>&-?+%*-3 +2 1+7)&- /[5 HA- +2;*%2*%2-'); 
>'J-& ?'2;)@-3 CB *A- %?*)%*'& 'I *A- *%+# A%; C--2 ?%#?)#%*-3 );+27 -O)%*+'2 /S0 %23 *A- 







1+75 /S5 D%G W+;*%2?- *&%$-##-3 DCG P$-&%7- $-#'?+*B %23 D?G P$-&%7- %??-#-&%*+'2 'I *A- ?-2*&- 
'I @%;; 'I *A- &'C'* &-#%*-3 *' -%?A 3+II-&-2* +2?#+2%*+'2 %27#-5 
  




<: !(t);(t)9*/ !  
D/[G 




1+75 /[5 H%+# N'+2* @-?A%2+?%# +2;*%2*%2-'); >'J-& %23 -2-&7B ?'2;)@>*+'2 3)&+27 % *&+%#5 
1+2+;A+27 J+*A *A- &-;)#*; -$%#)%*+'2 J- ;A'J *A- #+@+* ?B?#- 'I *A- &'C'* 3)&+27 *A- *&+%# I'& 
*A- 3+II-&-2* 7&')23 +2?#+2%*+'2; '2 1+7)&- /Z5 
 
1+75 /Z5 U+@+* ?B?#- '2 3+II-&-2* +2?#+2%*+'2; 3)&+27 % *&+%#5 
 
L2?- *A- -$%#)%*+'2 'I *A- C-;* 7-2'*B>- A%; C--2 I+2+;A-30 J- *&+-3 *' -$%#)%*- +* +2 
3+II-&-2* ;+*)%*+'2;5 1+&;*#B J- *&+-3 *' *-;* *A- &'C'* '2 3+II-&-2* ;#'>-;5 H-;*; ;A'J *A%* *A- 
&'C'* +; %C#- *' 7' )> ;#'>-; )> *' /8d %23 7'-; 3'J2 ;#'>-; 'I <8d0 C)* 2' @'&-5 
U%*-& J- *&+-3 *' *-;* +2+*+%# ?'23+*+'2; >&'C#-@;0 %C')* ;--+27 +I *A- &'C'* J%; %C#- *' ;*%&* 
+2 3+II-&-2* ;#'>- ?'23+*+'2;5 `-;)#*; ;A'J *A%* &'C'*; ?%2 ;*%&* +2 >';+*+$- ;#'>-; )> *' /E 
3-7&--; C)* 2' /8 3-7&--; -$-2 +I +* +; %C#- *' J%#K '$-& *A-@5 HA- &'C'* ?%2 ;%*+;I%?*'&+#B 
;*%&* +2 <8d ;#'>-;5  
 
1+2%##B 1+7)&- /X ;A'J; *J' 3+II-&-2* *&+%#; I'& *A-;- ?'2I+7)&%*+'2;h M2 D%G &'C'* ;*%&* '$-& % 
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